HISTORY AND MISSION OF ARTS WALK:

Every year, as part of Arts First, student art is showcased in intimate galleries on campus locations and in undergraduate residential houses at Harvard University. Arts Walk was begun last year as a way to link these galleries together and to encourage visitors to explore these wonderful spaces.

The Arts Walk opening event is a scheduled walk culminating in a special dinner at one of the houses. If you cannot make our opening event, please do use this guide to explore on your own!

THURSDAY EVENING OPENING:

Meet student artists at gallery openings and join us for dinner afterward! See inside flap for details. (Please RSVP)

WE INVITE YOU TO EXPLORE ON YOUR OWN!!!

Please see inside map for gallery locations and hours!!!

The producers of Arts Walk 2006 would like to thank: Jack Megan, Ingrid Schorr, the staff at the Office for the Arts at Harvard, Pforzheimer House, and our Arts Walk participating locations!

Arts Walk 2006 is made possible in part by:

Office for the Arts at Harvard

Questions and comments? Call (617) 495-8676 or email arts@fas.harvard.edu

ARTS FIRST 2006 PRESENTS:

HARVARD UNIVERSITY, MAY 4 - 7, 2006

WALK
The unique gallery spaces of Harvard's residential houses open their doors tonight for opening-night receptions! The Arts Walk begins at 6:30 pm in the elegant library of Eliot House. From there, chart your course through exhibits in other nearby houses, where you'll meet the artists and curators. Hop on a shuttle or walk to Radcliffe Quad to see new work by artists in Pforzheimer House, then sit down for dinner and share your thoughts about the night's viewings. Stay for the Currier House talent show at 9:30 pm!

6:30 pm: Eliot House, The River Show Library, Second Floor, C-Entry
6:45 pm: Winthrop House, Junior Common Room, Dining Hall Entrance, Gore Hall
7:00 pm: Lowell House, Bell Tower Art Show, Tower Room, 5th Floor
7:15 pm: Quincy House, Junior Common Room
7:30 pm: Leverett House, TBA
7:45 pm: Mother House, Three Columns Gallery
8:15 pm: Pforzheimer House, Hastings Room
8:30 pm: Dinner in Pforzheimer House, Holmes Living Room
9:30 pm: Currier House Talent Show, Senior Common Room

SEATING FOR DINNER IS LIMITED. PLEASE RSVP FOR THIS EVENT BY SENDING YOUR NAME WITH SUBJECT LINE ARTS WALK RSVP TO PROJECT COORDINATOR REBECCA FLEMING, AT rfleming@fas.harvard.edu